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Elevate your pool cleaning with the Scuba SE: a sleek,
hydrodynamic device offering superior performance and
energy efficiency - without any cords. Its advanced water
flushing system swiftly drains 80% of water in 15
seconds, while audio alerts keep you informed of its
current status. Enjoy powerful suction with a 2L filter box
for thorough cleaning. Experience effortless operation
with one-click activation and auto-parking features.

The Hydrodynamic Design improves performance
Thanks to the hydrodynamic design of the Scuba SE, the device travels through the pool as it moves across the pool
floor, picking up dirt and debris. Thanks to the design, the Scuba SE consumes less energy for the drive and utilises
this energy for its cleaning functions.

Quick Drain
For optimum mobility, the Scuba SE has developed a newly improved, sophisticated water flushing system that can
drain 80% of the stored water in just 15 seconds.

Audio Warning System
A great cleaning experience without questions or confusion. Thanks to our easy-to-understand audio alerts, you'll
always be in the know when it comes to pool cleaning. Scuba SE owners always know the status of their device, no
matter what.

Cleaning Performance
The dual drive motors generate up to 83 LPM of suction and filtration power. The Scuba SE is equipped with a two-litre
filter box to store all the debris collected by your pool cleaner, even during the toughest cleaning jobs.

Activation with One Click
Aiper has made every effort to make cleaning completely effortless. And that's exactly what the Scuba SE offers with
its elegant, simple one-click activation function. Simply switch on the device, place it in your pool and watch the
cleaning process run perfectly before your eyes.

Auto-Parking
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The Scuba SE combines simplicity and convenience thanks to its automatic parking function. When the device has
completed the cleaning process or the battery is almost empty, the Scuba SE automatically parks near the edge of the
pool so that you can easily get it out without getting wet.

Cordless
Avoid hassle, tangled cables and tripping hazards with modern cordless devices. While some robotic pool cleaners still
have plugs, making storage difficult, the Scuba SE is completely cordless, making it lighter and easier to transport and
store.

What's in the box

    •  Scuba SE
    •  Charger
    •  User Manual
    •  Retrieval Hook
    •  2x Brushes

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 6975140316165

Manufacturer number: X1-EU

Product weight: 3.4 kilograms
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